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Social Media Policy 
 

OVERVIEW 
Social media provides a powerful vehicle for communication of information.  The 
Hendersonville Theatre ("HT") Board has established the following policy to guide its social 
media efforts and for the benefit of our entire community.  This policy broadly governs the use, 
by HT and its staff, volunteers and contracted performers, of social media sites HT may choose 
to use. 
 
Volunteers, staff and performers are reminded that, usually, communications and postings on 
social media are neither private nor confidential. Those who engage in such communications 
risk the possibility that the communications may become public, may be re-disseminated in a 
manner that was never anticipated or intended, and may be located with search engines or 
aggregator sites long after the communications are made.  

GOAL 
HT will use social media to share information about our theatre and its programs; update the 
community on events and activities; provide reminders; seek volunteers; encourage 
participation in fundraisers; raise awareness about relevant issues and activities that directly 
affect our community; and support our staff, volunteers, donors and contracted performers. 

OBJECTIVES 
● To provide an additional online resource for our staff, volunteers, donors and contracted 

performers; 
● To facilitate communication between HT staff, volunteers, donors and contracted 

performers; 
● To establish a set of guidelines to be followed by all staff, volunteers, donors and contracted 

performers;of HT; and  
● To create an online community that is respectful, courteous, helpful and informed. 
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APPROVED METHOD(S) 

Currently, HT maintains the following social media accounts. 
 
Website: https://hvltheatre.org/ 
 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HVLtheatre  

Facebook GROUPS:  Show specific groups 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/HVLTheatre  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hvltheatre/  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hendersonvilletheatre  

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/hvltheatre  

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUpuGKjn5KoU7ovqDxTdEBw  

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@hvltheatre  

GUIDELINES (HT SPECIFIC) 
 
1. The HT facebook page is maintained by the HT Digital Media Manager who reports to the 

Marketing Director.  All official postings (e.g. status updates, links) to HT social media 
accounts are to be made by either the HT Digital Media Manager or designated 
Communications Committee member(s). 

2. HT will use discretion in the type of material, language and pictures posted.  Nothing will be 
posted that discriminates against individuals. 

3. Posts will be concise, relevant and contain meaningful benefits to HT staff, volunteers, 
donors and contracted performers and our theatre community. 

4. Individuals interested in having an event or announcement posted, should make a formal 
request by contacting the Communications Manager or emailing HT’s Marketing Director’s 
mailbox. marketing@hvltheatre.org 

https://hvltheatre.org/
https://www.facebook.com/HVLtheatre
https://twitter.com/HVLTheatre
https://www.instagram.com/hvltheatre/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hendersonvilletheatre
https://www.pinterest.com/hvltheatre
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUpuGKjn5KoU7ovqDxTdEBw
https://www.tiktok.com/@hvltheatre
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5. Social media links to any content external to HT’s websites, social media pages, or HT 
communications may be made only with prior approval of the HT Board President and 
Digital Media Manager.  

6. No business or direct sales posts will be posted unless directly related to HT Fundraising, as 
part of a corporate sponsorship, or in appreciation for donations of goods or services. 

7. HT Producers will create and maintain ALL social media groups for individual shows 
(including Facebook, Instagram, etc). No other page should be created that is not affiliated 
with the HT Communications Committee. This page will be managed by the Digital Media 
Manager, Director & Producer. 

 

UNAFFILIATED SOCIAL MEDIA SITES 
 
There are several Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts related to the theatre, but not 
officially endorsed by HT.  These groups, pages and accounts have evolved organically as a way 
to further connect show families with others.   
 
For the benefit of the entire HT community, the HT Board strongly recommends these entities 
abide by this Social Media Policy and the following general guidelines.  Additionally, HT 
recommends all groups, pages and accounts begin with “HT” to make it easy for HT members 
searching for groups to be found.   
 

General Guidelines 
1. Social media users should familiarize themselves with privacy settings for their own 

accounts.  Remember, posts are public information (or, if in a Facebook group, public to all 
members of the group). 

2. Use discretion in the type of material, language or pictures you post.  
3. Share information.  We encourage posts that highlight our community’s accomplishments, 

celebrate successes, and share helpful theatre-related information. 
4. Ask questions. 
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PROHIBITED USES/INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT 
Posts (e.g. comments and content) deemed to be prohibited, inappropriate or objectionable 
are at the discretion of the HT Board.  The HT Board and social media administrators reserve 
the right to remove any posts and/or comments that don’t comply with these guidelines.  staff, 
volunteers, donors and contracted performers who repeatedly violate these guidelines are also 
subject to removal from the group.  

If such posting occurs in an unaffiliated HT group, page or account, then a recommendation 
may be made by the HT Board President or other designated individual to remove the 
post/comment in question. 

Examples of inappropriate content include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Sharing concerns, problems, or conflicts with our staff, volunteers, donors and contracted 
performers; 

2. Posting a child’s photo without the consent of the child’s parent/guardian; 
3. Furthering an issue or product for personal or professional gain; 
4. Endorsing any political candidates or platforms; 
5. Cyber-bullying of any kind, including insulting, targeting, embarrassing or excluding any 

individuals, including but not limited to department managers, board members or staff, 
volunteers, contracted performers, children, parents, or other individuals; 

6. Using offensive language, including but not limited to ethnic, religious and racial slurs, 
profanity, sexually explicit language, including abbreviations of offensive expressions; 

7. Posting information commonly understood as confidential. 

ANNUAL TRANSITION; OVERSIGHT 
Each year administrative access and responsibility for HT’s social media efforts will transition to 
incoming Board officers. The outgoing and incoming Board Presidents will be responsible for 
coordinating and implementing a seamless transition without substantial delay or downtime.  
The HT President, together with the HT Board, will appoint a Communications Committee. 

CONCLUSION 
 
We aim to create a responsible, respectful and effective social media culture.  We honor 
feedback and suggestions, and can be reached at info@hvltheatre.org. 
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